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Identifying and Overcoming Legal Barriers to 

Cross-Border Interoperability of the Australian 

Integrated Cargo System (‘ICS’)

• Lack of Harmonized Legal Framework:

– Governance of information security and confidentiality

– Cross-border authentication and recognition of electronic information and signatures

• Key Questions:

– What national authentication and recognition legal conditions are needed to facilitate

cross-border interoperability of the Integrated Cargo System (‘ICS’)?

– How do United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (‘UNCITRAL’) legal

texts on electronic transactions offer the best basis to create necessary national legal

conditions and harmonize electronic transactions laws (‘ETL’), which can support ICS

cross-border interoperability?

– What are the gaps in existing Australian authentication and recognition laws that could

impede cross-border interoperability of the ICS?

– What legal measures relating to authentication and recognition need to be taken in

Australia for building cross-border interoperability of the ICS?
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Fundamental Principles of UNCITRAL Legal 

Texts on Electronic Transactions

• The UNCITRAL Legal Texts on Electronic Transactions:
– Model Laws on Electronic Commerce 1996 (‘MLEC’)

– Model Laws on Electronic Signatures 2001 (‘MLES’)

– United Nations Convention on the use of Electronic Communications in International Contract
2005 (‘ECC’)

• These UNCITRAL Legal Texts implement three fundamental principles:
– Non – discrimination

– Functional – equivalence

– Technology – neutrality

➢ An additional principle applicable to signature methods:

– Geographic – neutrality

• Question:
– Should these general principles of electronic transactions developed for the private sector’s

commercial transactions be applied for the private sector’s electronic dealings with the public
sector?
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Australian Electronic Transactions Laws: Gap 

Analysis

• The Electronic Transactions Act 1999 (Cth) – ‘ETA’
– Adopted the ECC’s provisions

– Embodies the general principles of electronic transactions

– Creates a ‘general’ legal framework for electronic transactions

• The Customs Act 1901 (Cth) – ‘Customs Act’
– Technology-Specific: Recognizes the use of only digital

signatures

– Does not make express provision for the use and recognition of
foreign digital signatures

– Currently, Gatekeeper criteria are applied for the cross-
recognition of digital signatures

– High degree of similarity between foreign and Australian
accreditation process is expected – recognition of foreign digital
signatures is highly unlikely
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Recommendations

• Place ETA at the centre of a legal framework for the national and cross-border ICS
legislation

• UN/CEFACT Recommendation No. 14
– Requirement of a digital signature is too prescriptive, not necessary for ensuring authentication

and should be eliminated

• The World Customs Organization (‘WCO’) Safe Framework of Standards
– Inclusion of Authorized Economic Operators (‘AEOs’) in the ICS

– EliminateAEO’s from the requirement of digital signature authentication

• Allow AEOs to use of less formal authentication methods (such as password-based
authentication), which would be then governed by the ETA

• Gradually eliminate the requirement for a digital signature authentication from the
Customs Act

• Govern all electronic transactions irrespective of actors (private or public) involved
under the general ETA

• Offer cross-border recognition to foreign authentication methods under Section 10
of the ETA, which is similar to ECC Article 9(3), and embodies Geographic-
Neutrality Principle
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Advancement of UNCITRAL in Harmonizing 

Electronic Transactions Laws

• What UNCITRAL has already achieved?
– General Electronic Transactions Laws of countries across the world are

relatively settled thanks to UNCITRAL legal texts

• What UNCITRAL can achieve?
– Harmonization of laws for electronic government (‘e-government’)

– Countries’ (including Australia) accession to the ECC – Binding nature
of the ECC ensures maximum level of uniformity in provisions and
their application

– ECC contains core rules to ensure domestic and international legal
validity of electronic transactions

– Article 20 of the ECC allows extension of its normal scope to
complement other international agreement, including SW agreement

– Article 9(3) of the ECC is geographical-neutral – Facilitate cross-
border use of modern authentication methods
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